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Equilibrium Range Spectra in Shoaling Water
by
Takeshi Ijima , TakahiKo Matsuo

and Kazutami Koga

Abstract
Xn shoaling water on sloping beach, waves break by hydraulic instability
due to the fimteness of water depth, so that frequency spectra of waves in
surf zone must have any limitirg form similar to the equilibrium spectrum
given by Phillips(l958)
In this paper, authors haze derived an equilibrium
form of spectra for surf waves from the limiting wave condition at constant
water depth by Miche(l944) and from breaking wave experiments on sloped <ottom
by Iversen(l952)
The results arc compared with surf «rave spectia obtained
from field observations by means of stereo-type wave meter devised by the
authors(1968).
By means of this spectrum and by deep water wave spectra for various
wind conditions, significant waie heights and optimum periods of limiting
waves m surf ^one are calculated

1

Introduction
By dimensional considerations, Phillips(l958) has shown that in. the fre-

quency spectrum of deep water wind waves the energy spectral density $(*^ of
saturated high frequency component is proportional to

-5 powers of frequency

as shown by the following equation

$& = ?¥**
where g is gravity acceleration and

P

a)
is non-dimensional constant, for which

Phillips has given numerically 0 0117 from observed data and Pierson(l964-) has
obtained 0 00810 from observed spectra on the North Atlantic Ocean
Lq 1 is independent of wind conditions and is mterpretted as representing
a limiting spectrum for wave« breaking in deep water in the state of hydraulic
instability
As for waves breaking in shoaling water, the limiting wave height is
determined by instability depend: ng on water depth h. and the similar limiting
spectrum should exist, which, of course, is independent on wind conditions but
depends onlj on water depth and p-ravity acceleration in the range of gravity
waves
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Here, we assume straight shore line with constant slope and waves incident

normally", so that one-dimensional waves without refraction effect

2

Derivation of equilibrium range spectrum
From observed wave record of a tram of waves at a point of depth h m surf

zone, apparent individual wave height \\ and wa\e period T

of ail thft waves

are measured m spite of breaking and non-breaking and then wave length |_,

of

the wave at water depth h are calculated by small amplitude wave relation

Then,

we obtain a scatter diagram of H/ L

related to h/ L

as shown in Pig 1, which

was obtained from wave record of 17 minutes long at depth of 5 7 meters on the
Coast of Miyazaki (Pacific Coast ot Kyushu)
The envelope curve through the upper limit of scattered points m the figure
is interpreted to show the limiting wave condition for tiie depth h
For a tram of single sinusoidal waves, the limiting condition at constant
depth for h/L larger than about l/20 is given by Sh.che(l944) as follows

%,-^-M^
-

For deep water (.h/L * 0° ),
(h/li—»0), eq 2 gives
wave theory

B/L IS

(2)

l/7 and for shallow water long waves

H/h* 0 9, which is somewhat larger than 0 78 by solitary

For the bottom of constant slope, vie have not yet theoretical

relation but Iversen(l9b2) has shown experimental relations of H(,/H,> and n^Ho
to Ho/ho for bottom slopes c< = l/lO, l/20, l/30 and l/50, where H0 ,I0 are
deep water wave height and length and H (, , h (, are wave height and water depth
of breakers

From these ejcperimenual relations, an empirical ielation of H /L

and h/Li similar to eq 2

where oC is bottom slope

is obtained a& follows

Above relations are shown m Fig 1 for at = 0 and l/lO

Eq 3 may give somewhat larger valueg for h/l. ( l/20 for single sinusoidal waves
but for actual randum waves the form of eq 3 may be assumed to represent approximate relations of limiting apparent wave height Hmnjand length
apparent wave period

T

for all

h/ L

L

derived from

Accordingly, we assume next relation

for limiting apparent waves

B•«*

r. -hcuJL f iu\ -^ I
=
= C,*«/4v[fw^£]

(4)
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Where Cjis assumed to be constant
As for actual waves with continuous spectrum, the limiting wave height Hmax
is interpreted as the result that all the phases of component waves whose periods
are within narrow range of period band between
at period T

T -

AT/2

and

T

+ AT/2 centered

happened to coincide and their spectral wave heights were summed up

to attain the limiting height

And for sufficiently narrow width of AT,

HIRI^

the component waves within the period band are considered to have nearly equal
spectral wave height Ky proportional to the limiting wave height

(5)

HT<* HUM*
Therefore, from eq 4

Hnuy, that is,

we have

HT = C<m*t L**«JitfW^-]

(6)

Assuming that the number of component waves within, the period band is

N

and they are mutually independent, the total energy density within the period
band of 7 - AT/2

and

T'

+ AT/2

IS

Accordingly, the total frequency spectral energy density q)(<»^A0vbetween
fl\, — L°7Z and f^-+ &-°7l is given by the following equation.

$(*)A *= o*u* N La- h^ [f(^^J
The number of component waves
large when the period band A T

N

(?)

u
m above equation is considered to become

becomes wide, but to become small when the period

*-•

T

becomes large for limited length of wave record

Accordingly, we may assume

the following relation

Now, eq 7 is written as follows

fW^= <**«£ C-Wtiifa)^]

(9)
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P \+, -yj - ,2fA.ft^k\'/x

do)

In above equations, 27Ch/L is determined as a function of <h h/g by the following
equation

*V* = ^i**M^
Li
U
In eq 10, when n?"h/g becomes large, 2lCh/L
(<Mi/g)

(ID

tends to

2Xh/Lo and H

tends to

, and when (hh/g becomes small, p tends to J%J){ <rh/g)

Accordingly, from eq 9 it is seen that
J
<£(*)=
OTM* (2TC)HV
v

I

'

0

§ («-) = Om*t-(2lCJ:i |*(<*) k2 <h
Comparing eq 12

^

_,

,

for deep water waves

.

(.12)

for shallow water waves

(l3)

with eq 1,

Thus, eq 9 is determined as follows
(14)
Above equation is considered to represent the equilibrium spectrum of surf

3

Comparisons with observations
The observation of surf waves is difficult because of various troubles in

setting and maintaining wave meters

The authors(l968) have devised a

stereo-

type wave meter, with which field observations at Miyazaki Coast and Hata Coast
of Kyushu were carried out
at Hata Coast.
Miyazaki-

Pig 2 is an example of observed frequency spectra

Fig.3 and 4 are non-dimensional plot of frequency spectra at

and Hata Coast, respectively, in which the curves are equilibrium

spectra by eq 14 for^=0 and l/lO with.6= 0 00810.
In Fig.3, measured spectral densities for large 0» h/g attain to the equilibrium values but for small tfv h/g measured densities are lower than the latter
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This seems to be due to the fact that few waves are breaking by the effect of
finite depth and only high frequency waves are saturated by local wind

In Fig.4

measured energy densities almost attain to the equilibrium values, which mean
that almost waves are breaking by the effect of finite depth

4

Estimation of limiting significant waves in surf zone
Assuming that eq 14 is the limiting spectral energy density at water depth h,

the limiting spectrum for given wind conditions at the depth may be estimated by
the following considerations
In Pig 5, suppose that various spectra are drawn m linear scale and the
curve MN is equilibrium spectrum at given water depth

When the spectrum of off-

sea wind waves is given by the curve MWQ, the spectrum to be observed at the point
of depth h shoald be given by the curve MCQ, which is the limiting spectrum for
the given wind condition.

When the spectrum of offsea swell is given by the

curve ASQ, the spectrum at depth h should be the curve ABCQ, which is the limiting spectrum for given swell.
for wind speed

Fig 6 shows an example of offsea wind wave spectrjm

U = 15 m/s, fetch length

P = 400 km,which is proposed by the

authors is shown m Appendix, and equilibrium spectra at water depth h = 8 meters
for bottom slope <(, = 0 and l/lO
Pig 7(a)(b) are significant wave height and its optimum period of limiting
waves calculated by above-derived limiting spectrum at various water depth for
fetch length 100 km and 400 km with wind speed 15 m/s and 30 m/s

5

Conclusions ana remarks
Omitting the effect of wave refraction and directional distribution of wave

spectrum, the equilibrium spectrum of surf waves at water depth h is represented
by eq 14, by means of which and a proposed fetch- or duration spectrum of offsea
wind waves the limiting spectrum at any depth is estimated as shown in Pig 6
Up to date, for design purposes of surf zone structures the limiting wave
height by such an equation 2 or 3 is frequently used as design wave height
But in some cat.es, it seems to be more reasonable to uee such a limiting spectrum
as above

The effect of directional distribution of wave spectrum should be

considered in future
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Appendix
Derivation, of Duration and Fetch. Spectrum
We assume the general forci of frequency spectrum as follows

where g is gravity acceleration, Uft is friction velocity of w^nd and o(* ,
p * are non-dimengional constants
Above spectrum has the maximum energy density <J (<^) at frequency (Js. ftS
follows

-

fw-c^cv5"

w

^p=g-p*f

(A3)

CM)

<** = fl *W ^

^)

from wmch- we obtain

f* = 4 \-%-)

The time developement of the maximum energy density of wind generated-wave
spectrum is given by Phillips(l966) as follows

where H, and ji^ are densities of air and water

and M. is coupling coefficient

of air-sea interaction
Substituting eq 44, A5 and A6 into eq Al, we obtain as duration spectrum

4(*>=fte*f4(^/?^ ^I-K-E/J

CAT)

Meanwhile, Pierson(l964) has proposed the following spectrum for fullydeveloped wind waves

&*> = <* ^"rWlw)4}
wheie (A = 0 00810,8 = 0 74

and

IT

is mean wind speed at 19 5 meters high

above mean sea surface, which is related to
meters above mean sea level)

IT-KIT*

(A8)

IT* and

TJ^ ( wird <j.peed at 10

by tne following empirical relationships

K=Uo + j=r-

(A9)
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TJMl0 = -=-

°

K
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(AID)

10

For any given wind speed, the maximum energy density $(*J) of duration
spectrum should lie always on the saturated spectrum curve of that wind speed
given by eq AS, so that equating eq A6 to eq AS,
at any duration time

WP

obtain next relation for tf^j

t

Eq A7 together with eq All gives duration spectrumFetch length X-

ls

related to duration time

t by the following equation

X = ^ C0 t

(A12)

where C,„is the phase velocity of waves with frequency^
Thus, fetch spectrum is obtained from duration spectrum as follows

By the relation (h =• %/f

follows

, duration and fetch spectrum is written as

at / ^

iisy A
(A14)

(A15)

In above equations, coupling coefficient M. is given by Phillips(1966J
a" a function of

C/U*

significant wave neight

But when fetch spectrum is given by eq A15, the
HJA IS

shown by following equation

-IS* = 400 JE /« ^teWtiflf

CA16)

And alfao from observation dal"a, significant wave height is empirically related
^o wind speed by the following equation by Wilson(l965)
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Equating above two equations, coupling coefficient
with parameter U#. as shown m Pig Al

M- is obtained for

Co/Ujf

Fig 42 is an example of fetch spectrum
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